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Abstract. It is proved that a large class of IIX factors have unitary group which is
contractible in the strong operator topology, but whose fundamental group in the norm
topology is isomorphic to the additive real numbers as proven by Araki-Smith-Smith
[1]. The class includes the approximately finite dimensional factor of type II{ and
the group factor associated with the free group on infinitely many generators. This
contractibility is used to prove the contractibility of the automorphism group of the
approximately finite dimensional factor of type II\ and type 11^. It is further shown
that the fundamental group of the automorphism group of the approximately finite
dimensional factor of type IIIλ, 0 < λ < 1, is isomorphic to the integer group Z.

Introduction

While the basic topological properties of the unitary group U(n) of a finite dimensional
Hubert space, its homotopy groups etc., are well known for quite some time, the first
results concerning the quantum theoretical setting of the infinite dimensional Hubert
space appeared only in the 60's and 70's. In 1965 Kuiper proved that in sharp contrast
with the finite dimensional case the unitary group of an infinite dimensional Hubert
space, t/(oo), endowed with the operator norm topology, is contractible [11]. This
result was later extended to unitary groups ?&(^#) of properly infinite von Neumann
factors ,M by Breuer and Singer [4,5]. However, for factors of type II\ the situation
is quite different, as H. Araki, L. Smith, and M.-S.B. Smith showed in 1971 that the
first homotopy group π ^ ^ ) ) is then isomorphic to M. and thus nontrivial, [1J.

In recent years, the merge of topological methods in operator algebras and
noncommutative geometry stimulated much interest in studying further topological
properties of the unitary groups of more general operator algebras (with their operator
norm topology).

In the case of von Neumann algebras though the natural topologies to consider
are the weak and strong operator topologies, which for infinite dimensional ^S are
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strictly weaker than the norm topology. As it turns out, in these topologies E/(oo) is
again contractible (cf. [8]) by an argument that goes back to Kakutani's proof in 1943
of the contractibility of the unit sphere of the infinite dimensional Hubert space [10].
Moreover, the same proof shows that r?/y{,yM~) is contractible for any properly infinite
von Neumann algebra ,Jf?. But it was left as an open problem as to whether or not
the same is true for a factor of type IIX as well. This problem is more difficult than
it appears at first glance and bare handed elementary techniques have failed over the
years to provide an answer even in the approximate finite dimensional case. Also, the
Araki-Smith-Smith result could not be used.

In this paper we will use the Connes-Takesaki theory to show that if the associated
factor ./#(£> J¥Xί)) of type 11^ with a factor ^M of type II\ admits a one parameter
group of automorphisms scaling the trace then $ό(,.'/ό) is indeed contractible. The
Connes-Takesaki continuous decomposition of the Araki-Woods factor of type IIIX

then shows that the AFD factor of type IIX Mo and in fact all factors of type Ilx

that split MQ have contractible unitary group. Also, by the recent result of Radulescu
[14], the same follows true for factors that split the factor of type IIX associated with
the free group on infinitely many generators.

Moreover, we will use the density of the inner automorphism group in the group
Aut(JS0) of all automorphisms of ^ 0 , and one of Michael's selection principles to
show that Aut(.98o) and Aut(^ 0 §) 5^(S))) are contractible, when endowed with the
usual pointwise norm convergence topology on the predual. Finally we will deduce
that πx{

ύ?ά(M)) is isomorphic to Z for AFD factors M of type /// λ .
Finally, by making use of the Fermion algebra presentation of the AFD factor ^ § 0

of type Πx, we show that Aat(JB0) can serve as EG, a contractible topological space
on which G acts freely, for any separable locally compact group G, thus we obtain a
concrete description of the classifying space BG for principal (^-bundles.

We mention that our proofs give a first example of the use of the Connes-Takesaki
continuous decomposition of factors of type II Ix to solve a problem for factors
of type IIλ which could not be solved by genuine type IIX techniques. It would
be worth noting here that the existence of a one parameter automorphism group of
an approximately finite dimensional factor of type IIX was proved first through the
structure analysis of factors of type IIIX as shown in [15, Sect. 11].

Since our method of contracting !ΐS{,M) depends on the deformation of the (trace
on the) algebra Λ&, it doesn't apply to Connes' rigid factors with property T. In this
case the problem may in fact have a negative answer. Or, if it has a positive one, a
new technique should be found.

The increasing interest in quantization-deformation of groups and algebras in recent
years give strong motivation towards settling this problem, especially for technical
reasons: if some deformation can be made for each value of a parameter, then to do it
continuously one needs to apply continuous selection principles. These in turn depend
on the contractibility of the unitary or automorphism group of the algebras deformed.

Factors of Type IIχ

We begin by proving that factors of type 11 x for which the associated factors of type
IIQC admit a one parameter group of trace scaling automorphisms have contractible
unitary group in a very "strong" sense:

Theorem 1. Let M be a separable factor of type 1IX. If the tensor product M®.33 of
M and a factor J? of type 1^ admits a one parameter automorphism group {θs:se R}
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scaling the trace of J^?® J?, i.e. r o θs — e~sτ, s G l , with r a faithful semi-finite
normal trace on M® ,38, then the unitary group ?S(JB) of M is contractible with
respect to the σ-strong operator topology in such a way that there exists a continuous
map a:

(ί, u) G [0, oo) x 9ό(M) ι-> at(u) G ?ά(M)

with the properties:
i) ao(u) = u, lim at(u) = 1;

ii) each as, s > 0, is an injective endomorphism of ?ό{M) into itself;
iii) as o at = as+v s,t>0.
iv) \\as{u) - as{v)\\2 = e~s\\u - υ\\2, u, υ G ^ ( ^ ) .

Proo/. Let M = ^ ( g ^ and ^ f = J ] 0 1 be the crossed product of J Ϊ by
{θs:s G R}. By the structure theorem for factors of type /// [7,15], ^M is a
separable factor of type IIIλ. Let ^ be a faithful normal state on yM and {σf} be
the modular automorphism group of yM. Then the Connes-Takesaki duality theorem
L7,15], implies that {^§,R,6>} is conjugate to {J&*lσΨ R,R,σ^}, where σφ means
of course the action of R dual to σφ. Furthermore, the modular automorphism group
{σf} of the weight ψ on yM — yM*lσΨ R dual to φ is given by the one parameter
unitary group {u(t)} associated with the crossed product. Let h be the generator of
{u(t)} so that u(t) — eιth. Then the von Neumann algebra ,A generated by {u(t)} is
isomorphic to L°°(R) and h corresponds to the function: λ G R ι—> λ G R. The dual
action {σf} corresponds to the translation of R by t G R. Since φ is invariant under
{σf} and semi-finite on y£, it is precisely given by the Lebesgue integral on R. The
faithful semi-finite normal trace r on ^M{— M) is then given by r = φ(e~h ), [7,15],
hence it is semi-finite on ,&. Now, let et be the spectral projection of h corresponding
to the half line [ί, -foo). Then we have

oo

r(e 0) = e χdλ = 1 < +oo ,

o

and
σ^(eo) = e s , s€R.

Therefore, we obtain
σf(e0) = es < e 0 , s > 0 .

As yMe = M, we conclude that M admits a one parameter semi-group {θs: s > 0}
of endomorphisms such that τ(θs(l)) = e~ s, 5 > 0, where r is the canonical trace
on M. We now simply set

as(u) = 1 - 0β(l) + ββ(w), tz G ^ ( ^ ) .

As lim θ (1) = 0 σ-strongly, we complete the proof. Q.E.D.
s>+oo

If j ? 0 is an AFD factor of type IIγ, then , ^ 0 ® J$ appears as the core of an
AFD factor of type IIIl9 which is in turn isomorphic to the factor of type III{

constructed by Araki and Woods [2], so that the next result immediately follows from
the arguments in [15, Sect. 11]:

Corollary 2. The unitary group ?^(M) of a factor JB of type IIY admits a contraction
path {as} satisfying (i)-(iv) of Theorem if the factor M is either: a) approximately
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finite dimensional; b) strongly stable in the sense that 3% is isomorphic to the tensor
product of itself with the ADF factor Mo of type IIλ c) isomorphic to the factor
J&iF^) associated with the free group F^ of infinite generators; d) or isomorphic to
the tensor product of JB^F^) and any other factor Mv

The strong stability of a factor in (b) is also called the McDuff property of a factor,
cf. [12]. The cases (c) and (d) follow from the recent result of Radulescu [14].

The following result is a straightforward adaptation of an old result of Michael
[13]:

Lemma 3. Let M C & be a pair of factors. If 3% has the property described in
Theorem 1, then the quotient homogeneous space %>{{P)j%6($$) admits a continuous
cross-section. 1

Proof. The homogeneous space X — %(&)/%(M) is a complete metric space
relative to the metric inherited from the L2 -metric on the unitary group of %({P). In
view of the theory of continuous cross-sections due to Michael, [13], we have only to
check that the fibre %(J8) admits a geodesic structure. With {at} as in Theorem 1,
we set

M = {(u, υ) G %6{P) x 9APY.UV* G ?S(M)}

k(u,υ,t) = a_log{[_t)(uυ*)v, (u,υ) G M.

It is straightforward to check that {M, k} satisfies the requirements in [13, Definition
5.1]. Thus, our assertion follows:

Theorem 4. The automorphism group Aut(J^0) of an AFD factor MQ of type IIι is
contractible.

Proof. First, let M be a type / subfactor of JB0, and let Iso(M,.^0) be the set
of all injections of M into JB0 equipped with the pointwise σ-strong convergence
topology. It follows that Iso(M,J^0) is naturally identified with the homogeneous
space ?ά(M0)/%(Mc) where Mc = Mf Π ^ o . Since Mc ^ Mo, Iso(M,J^0) admits
a cross-section, say u(a) e ?/>{M^) for a E Iso(M, 3B0). Now, each σ G Aut(^?0)
gives rise to an element σ\M G Iso(M,.5^0). We write uM{σ) for u(σ\M), so that

σ(x) = uM{σ)xuM{σγ , x G M.

Let {Mn} be an increasing sequence of type / subfactors whose union is σ-weakly
dense in MQ. For each n G N and σ G Aut(J?0) set

so that we have

<r(x) = un(σ)xun(σf , x G Mn , σ G Aut(^g0).

For each fixed n G N, the map: σ G Aut(JB0) >—> un{σ) G %{M^) is continuous. Thus,
we obtain a sequence {un(-)} of ?^(^0)-valued continuous functions on
such that

oo

σ(x) = l i m ι x n ( σ ) x n n ( σ ) * , xe\JMn,
n=\

Katayama pointed out that the authors' original preprint misquoted this lemma in its application
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oo

in fact for each x G [j M n , we have σ(x) = Aά(un(σ))(x) for a large n. Since
oc n=l
[j Mn is σ-weakly dense in JBQ, {Aά(un(σ))} converges to σ relative to the strong

π=l

operator topology on L2(JB0,τ), which agrees with the topology of Aut(J8Q).
For each n G N, let {α^n) :0 < t < 1} be a contraction path in End(^(M^)) such

that

oft\u) = 1, af\u) = u, ti

For each n G i δ + and 0 < t < 1, we set

7σ,n +t = Ad(α (

t

n)(ιxn+1(σ)*un(σ)) o (Ad(un(σ)*)) o σ ,

where wo(σ) = 1. Observe that un+ι(σ)*un(σ) belongs to M^, so that

a(

t

n)(un+ι(σfun(σ))emMc

n).

Hence {α<

t

ί l )(un +,(σ)*un(σ)):n € N} is a central sequence, so that

lim Ad(c4n )(ωn + 1(σ)*«n(σ)) = id.
n—->oo

As lim ησ^n+t = Ίσin+\> for each σ G Aut(^g0), the path: t G [0,oo)

(^?0) is continuous and

lim 7 σ t = id, σ G
t—>oo '

By construction, 7 is jointly continuous [n,n + 1) x Aut(^?0). Since lim 7 σ n + ί =
ί—> 1

7 6 ) n + 1, we conclude that 7 is jointly continuous on E + x Aut(JB0) and that

7σ,o = σ a n d ^ ί m ^ 7σ,t = i d

This means that Aut(^ 0 ) is contractible. Q.E.D.

AFD Factors of Type 11^

Let JB{ be an AFD factor of type 11^. We then have a split exact sequence:

E ^ * 1.

Thus Axxί(Mx) is precisely the semi-direct product of lnt(<98x) and E*, so that its
algebraic and topological structures are completely determined by those of Int(i€1).
We will prove the following

Theorem 1. In the above context, \vX{Mx) is contractible and therefore Aut(J^j) is
contractible.

An element a G A\xi{Mx) is approximately inner precisely when mod(α) = 1. Let
Mx = J 0 ® J be a tensor product decomposition of Mx with Mo the AFD factor
of type IIX and J9 a factor of type 1^. We know from the previous section that

M0) admits a continuous cross-section.
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Lemma 2, //a G λn^Mγ), then there exists u G %(J&{) such that

a(x) = uxu* , x G J8,

Hence there exists a continuous map u:a G iniiMγ) f—>• w(α) G ^ ( J ^ ) swc/z

α(a ) = ^(α)x'u(α)* , X G J , α G m t C ^ ) .

/. The second assertion follows from the first and the lifting lemma for

Let {e2J : i , j G N} be a matrix unit of J?. Since mod(α) = 1, a G ~k\t(Mx), we

have α ( e π ) ~ e n . Choose ϋ e J j with υ*υ = en and w * = α ( e π ) , and set

It is straightforward to check that u G ̂ 0 ^ ) and

*a(x) = uxu*, Ϊ G J . Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let n : α G I n t ^ j ) t-̂  ιx(α) G ̂ ( ^ ^ be a continuous map such
that

a(x) = u(a)xu(a)* , xE J .

Then we have Ad(t/(α)*) o a = α 0 0 id with respect to the decomposition
JBλ = J%Q(§J9. AS ?ά(Rx) and Aut(^g0) both are contractible, Ht(J%{) is also con-
tractible. Q.E.D.

AFD Factors of Type IIIX, 0 < λ < 1

Let 3% be an AFD factor of type IIIx, 0 < λ < 1. Then we have a split short exact
sequence:

mod . ^

1 -+ Int(^g) -> Aut(^g) > R*/λ z -• 1.

As in the case of type 7/^, the topological and the algebraic structures of \ni(M)
determine that of Aut(^). We will prove the following:

Theorem 1. In the above context, \nί(M) is contractible. Therefore, we have

To prove the theorem, we identify M with the infinite tensor product:

where Mn is the 2 x 2-matrix algebra, M2(C) and

' T T \ 1 λ
00 01 » A

• x 1 0 X l l
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As Ίnϊ(M) = Ker(mod), for each a G ΐnt(,9B) there exists u G ?J(M) such that
u) o a = ω o Ad(n). Hence the \nt(M) orbit of CJ is precisely the Int(^) orbit of u;.
Since the centralίzer Mω of u; is isomorphic to J80, the AFD-factor of type IIX, we
have a continuous cross-section: α G Int(^?) ι—> w(α) G ̂ ( J ^ ) such that

α; o a o Ad(?x(α)) = CJ .

Since ?ό{M) is contractible, it suffices to prove that the subgroup {α G
CJ o α = ω}, say G, is contractible.

Let {e% (n):0 < z, j < 1} be the standard matrix unit of Mn. We then have

λ ϋ - f c ) % > f e ( n ) , 0 < j , fe < 1

As each a G G commutes with {σ^},

Lemma 2. For α̂c/z n G N, ί/ẑ r̂  ^JCW^ a continuous map: a G G ^ u n (α) G

. Consider the 2 n x 2n-matrix unit of Mγ V . . . V Mn\

where z = (iui2, . . . , i n ), j = 0W2> > JJ € {0, l } n With 0 = (0,0, . . . , 0),
eoo(n) belongs to Mω, and α(eO)O(n)) and e o o (n) are equivalent in Mω for each
a G G. Thus choose v G , ^ ω such that υ*v = e0 0(n) and ^^ * = α(e0 0(n)), then set

to obtain a unitary it G J%ω such that a(x) = ixra*, x G Mj V . . . V M n . Since
(Mj V.. . V M J ' Π ^ = Mo, the homogeneous space ^ ( ^ ) / ^ ( M ί Π . . .ΠM^ΠJEJ
admits a continuous cross section, which in turn yields a continuous map u:a E G \-+
un(a) G ?ά{Mω) such that

a(x) = un{a)xun(af , x G iŴ  V . . . V Mn . Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. Since ιtfc(α) G ?ό{Mω) and

α(x) = lim uk(a)xuk(af , x G M j V . . V M ^ ,

we conclude

a = lim AdCiί,̂  (α)) .
n—>oo

As un+1(θf)*wn(α) G M ( n . . .Γ)MήnJ8ω = ^ , the arguments for the contractibility
for Aut(J^0) applies to a and the sequence {Aά(un(a))} to conclude the contractibility
of G. Q.E.D.
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BG and EG

Let 3% be a separable infinite dimensional Hubert space and A be the Fermion G*-
algebra over 3@, i.e. the C* -algebra generated by the canonical anti-commutation
relations, CAR, over 3%\

f e 3β ^ a(f) G A

such that
{α(/), a(g)} = a(f)a(g) + a(g)a(f) = 0

{a(gf, α(/)} = a(gfa(f) + a(f)a(gf = (/ | g).

It is well-known that A is a UHF algebra of type 2°° and has a unique tracial state
r, which gives rise, via the GNS-representation, to an AFD factor JB0 of type IIv

It is also known that each unitary u G %(3&), the unitary group on J¥, gives rise to
an automorphism au G Aut(^ 0) such that

α > ( / ) ) - a(uf), / G J T ,

and that the map: u G %{β&) ι—• α u G Aut(^ 0) is an injective continuous
homomorphism. In his classical work [2], Blattner proved that α n is inner if and
only if u - 1 is of the Hilbert-Schmidt class on 3$.

Proposition 1. The homomorphism: u G %ό(β$) ι—> au G 0

β«J ί/ẑ  image G = {au \u G ̂ (j^f)} w α closed subgroup of Aut(JB0).

Proof. Let || . . . | |2 denote the L2-norm given by the trace r on J80. It then follows
that

Hence 3& = a(3$) is a Hubert space as a subspace of J^o> which means that the
unit ball of 3£ is compact relative to the weak topology which is then the relative
topology of the σ-weak operator topology of J%0. Therefore, the Banach theorem
implies the σ-weak closedness of 3&. The group G is then characterized as the group
of all those automorphisms a G Aut(J^?0) such that a(3&) = 3ΊS. Therefore, G is a
closed subgroup of Aut(^ 0). Thus, the map: u G $ά(M) \-+ au G G is a bijective
continuous homomoφhism between two Polish groups. By the open mapping theorem
for Polish groups, it is a homeomorphism. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. If G is a locally compact group, then the left regular representation X
of G is a bicontinuous isomorphism of G onto the image \{G), where one considers
the relative topology on λ(G) induced by the weak operator topology on the unitary
group of the Hubert space L2(G) of all square integrable functions over G relative to
the left Haar measure.

This is an immediate consequence of the Tannaka-Eymard-Tatsuuma duality
theorem, cf. [9]. Namely, the topology of the group G is given by the Fourier algebra
A(G) over G, which is in turn the relative topology of the weak operator topology
when one views G as the group λ(G) acting on L2(G), i.e.

/ * gv(s) = ( λ ( s ) / I g), f,g G L2(G), s e G ,

where gy(s) = g(s~ι), s G G.
Combining the above two propositions, we now conclude the following:
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Proposition 3. For any separable locally compact group G, there exists a bicon-

tinuous isomorphism: s 6 G ι—» as G Aut(J^0) from G onto a(G) such that

a(G) Π Int(^0) = {id}.

Proof. In view of Propositions 1 and 2, it is sufficient to prove that the map:

u G %(L2(G)) *—• ΰ — u®l^ G %(3$f), with 3@ — L2(G) 0 J ^ , is a bicontinuous

isomoφhism from the unitary group $6{L2(G)) of L2(G) onto the unitary group

^ ( i f (L2(G)) ® C^ o ) such that 1 - ΰ = (1 - u) ® 1 ̂ o is not of the Hilbert-Schmidt

class except for u = 1, where ^ 0 is a fixed separable infinite dimensional Hubert

space. But this is a triviality. Q.E.D.

Therefore, the automorphism group Aut(J^0) of the AFD factor M$ of type IIX

contains a replica G of every separable locally compact group G as a closed subgroup

which meets with the group Int(^ 0 ) of inner automorphisms only at the identity. Thus,

Aut (JB0) can serve as an EG and the quotient homogeneous space Aut(JB0)/G as a

classifying space BG of principal fibre bundles of G.
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